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In order to keep our minds fresh this J-Term, and per request by
our wonderously creative contributors, we decided to keep on
creating this winter break. Thus is our collective of imaginations
and inner thoughts while home for the holidays. Enjoy.

GRACE BELL: two hawks that live near my house and always
sit on one certain telephone pole, sometimes together.
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Prompts
Describe what home is
like to you.
Create a mood board of
your winter vibe.
Use visuals to represent
your inner child.

These prompts are
meant to inspire
visuals and ancedotes
surrounding nostalgia,
what home feels like,
and how we remember
what it was like to be a
kid.

Take a photo in your
hometown, (that’s not
your house!)
What did you pick out in
the grocery store as a kid
as your special treat.
Draw us a color page!
What is the song of the
winter.

MEGHAN ALTAVILLA, Inner Child Prompt

Kitchen Floor
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Words by AMANDA ROSENBERG

he drags her hand along a tile floor. It is yellow and grainy, but
mostly covered in dirt. With her cheek laid against it, she stares at
the hexagonal pattern which fills each tile. Hexagons with square
borders containing slightly less yellow. The two vivid colors reminded
her of egg yolks and vomit.
Not how sometimes the yolk will boil and break, leaving a dull gray inside
the white. Instead it is the crisp color of a Saturday morning breakfast
sandwich, served with a salty, savory, hard-cooked egg.
The border, on the other hand…. Although she hadn’t had food poisoning,
the stomach bug, or a strong triggering to her gag reflex in a good few
years, she could tell an ugly color from a beautiful one. This was washed
up, unsaturated, messed around with, and uncared for.
Overall, the two came together to build each tile. Every tile was the
same.
She laid on her back, closed her eyes, and continued to feel the ground
with her two hands.
As her hands began to numb with the cold, the floor reminded her of
what she knew.
It was all dirt. Dirt that had never been swept, or mopped. Only kicked
around, built over time, played with over and over.
If the colors on the ground had ever been different, she didn’t know.
Her hands knew the secrets of this yellow floor, and she wasn’t afraid to
get them dirty.

CAROLINE HANNA
“Recently, I’ve been falling back in love with my hometown
and these pictures helped me appreciate Dover more.”

I’m Lost and There’s
No North Star

A

n ache
gnaws at my
chest often, day after day, year after year. I
know the cause but not the cure–and I have tried
many cures. When it first started I didn’t know what to
make of the feeling, it must be my hormones or the newness
of being in highschool or, I don’t know, just a teenage feeling. But,
as the years have gone by, I stopped thinking that. I no longer have a
logical explanation. I ache to go home. That’s what it is, a need to be in
the place where I truly belong. The problem is that I can’t find it. I love my
family but home is not in my house with them, as that’s where the ache is
strongest. I thought that maybe it was my highschool, where I made friends
that I could really talk to, where I was happy, where I found something I
could be passionate about. But my four years were up in the blink of an eye
and my life there is very much over. I’ve been to several states but I don’t
feel like I could fully belong in any of them. Except for one, there I felt a
peace that I have never before, yet I let the opportunity to stay slip out
of my grasp. So, where is home? Is it the woods with the dirt ramps
that I frequented? Is it the school I finally decided to attend? I no
longer think that home is a place, they are fleeting. Home is not
people either. They, I’m learning all too quickly, are fleeting
too. Then what is home to me? Home is a concept made
to explain the feeling of belonging we have in certain
situations. What I’ve been doing is trying to
find home, which you can’t. You have
to feel it.
Words by KAYLEIGH FERIK

Sweet Taste of a Far Away Home
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Words by EMILY SHAFRITZ

e’d flown hours and hours, and the sun had just come up.
Confusingly, our un-reset watches read that it was time for bed.
Grandma suggests going to the store, run a little errand for a pick me up.
Walking into that market, I know exactly where I’m going.
“Chocolate milk! Chocolate milk!”
“Can’t forget banana milk for your brother.”
Baskets in hand, we drive back to the cool air-conditioned apartment.
Outside on the deck, it’s shaping up to be a beautiful day.
Little bottles in hand, it’s the best way to start off our visit.
My chocolate milk and me.

Children In Area
Words by LILY NEHER

I

live in a small yellow house in upstate
New York. I’ve spent more time here still
than I have physically at college, and I
graduate next year. As time passes I feel
my resentment for this place drain out of
me like snow dripping off the roof. I watch
it fall from my east facing window. You
know you’re getting older when you start
to appreciate the real estate features in
a house like, east facing windows. Aging,
I’ve learned, is being grateful that your
bedroom has windows at all, as I can’t
seem to find an affordable apartment with
windows in all the bedrooms (isn’t that
illegal?).
Out front is a “Children In Area” road sign
that my mother resents as it supposedly
diminishes curb appeal—yet another adult
real estate term that is suddenly relevant
to me in my twenties. As if it matters, since
the house in question, the one we were
supposed to sell twenty years ago, is the
same one I’m writing this in now.
I once responded to the question “What’s
your sign?” with the contents of that
yellow diamond in my front yard. I’m a
Virgo, but that is quite literally my sign.
The city puts those up in neighborhoods
full of families with young children, but all

the neighborhood kids have grown up
and moved away. Our street is empty,
quiet. Basketball hoops and trampolines
no longer line the yards. It’s interesting
coming into adulthood behind the label
that children are in the area. They were,
and the sign remains. I surely identify
with it more than astrology.

Home

H

ome is no place, it may seem, only the
blackness of night or the buzz of a soundless room. Home is background, this onWords by JACOB ZERCHER
tology says – all else stands out from the context it (Home, that is) has established. Whatever its social structure, Home is an utterly empty
slate only present, only visible, as something having been scrawled upon. Some say as much.
But this is, frankly, wrong. It is boldly and arrogantly incorrect. Home is a place, a positive
place, existing with its own force and meaning, a meaning not wrested from the grasp of the
world-that-is-not-home, but a meaning at home in Home. At Home, one feels the same that one
feels in the world-that-is-not-home. At Home, one feels beset by trials piling up and ever-ready
to collapse. One feels pushed to
one’s absolute limits of patience,
of kindness, of familial or friendly
or animal-directed love. One feels
the world crumbling and dying. One
feels lost, entirely lost, in a black
postmodern sea, in which one is
not quite sure exactly What resides
but one knows It must be terrible
and one suspects It might be the
blackness itself, and, what’s worse,
one suspects that the blackness
knows you and that It is coming for
you and that It just might consume
you before you reach that other
blackness of greater renown, the
thought of which (that of the former
blackness reaching you before the
latter) rends your living soul from
your living body and terrifies you
more than anything else at all. One
feels all this. One feels all this at
home. But one feels all this at home
less so than anywhere else. And
that is a salve, of sorts. Lukewarm
water on a scorching day.

FIN.

Art by MEGAN THIBEAULT

